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SmartLiteSmartLite
TM

Programmable 
Outdoor Imager

The SmartLite is able to project 

 an image wheel that moves to programmable positions 
with programmed time intervals.  The SmartLite has the 
capability to produce unusual lighting effects.  A dimmer 
will fade images in and out of view.  An oscillating effect 
would give the projected image a shimmering effect.  The 
projector can be used indoors or outdoors.

multiple images at different 
intervals or a continuous scene.  This intelligent projector 
has
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Changing LampChanging Lamp
Unplug socket from lamp. Loosen socket head 
screws with washers. Lamp will unhook out of 
assembly. Insert new lamp same way but, do 
not touch inner part of lamp.

Unplug socket from lamp. Loosen socket head 
screws with washers. Lamp will unhook out of 
assembly. Insert new lamp same way but, do 
not touch inner part of lamp.

SmartLite Specifications & Instructions
TM

Intelligent moving Wheel Projector

Image 
Wheel

Changing Image SizeChanging Image Size

Lamp(raz1275) or raz110-250

Hatch Screws (4)

Wheel Mounting Screws

Back
Lens
Back
Lens

To decrease the image size: Unclip and 
remove back lens assembly and focus 
with front lens assembly. 

To decrease the image size: Unclip and 
remove back lens assembly and focus 
with front lens assembly. 

OperationOperation
Plug cord into a 110vac outlet. 
Remove top hatch and focus 
with front lens. The smart wheel 
will calibrate and move from 
one position to another while 
dimming up and down.

Plug cord into a 110vac outlet. 
Remove top hatch and focus 
with front lens. The smart wheel 
will calibrate and move from 
one position to another while 
dimming up and down.

Setting Focus
Loosen both front stop collars and 
move Front lens assembly along 
shafts.

Changing film
Unplug Fixture then, remove top hatch 
and unscrew wheel screws. Remove 
plastic disks and insert new film with on 
plastic disk. Make sure the scribed mark 
on plastic disk lines up with the film 
center line. Tack film and plastic disk 
with tape and mount on motor shaft. 

Cord (110vac)Cord (110vac)

Front
Lens
Front
Lens

Line-up 
marks
Line-up 
marks


